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Diploma in Music
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Conducting in
Music Certificate
Graduates of this program will be able to conduct choral and instrumental ensembles. The
certificate is designed so that currently active
teachers and musicians may take this program while continuing to work (TQS credits
approved). Most classes will be offered in the
evening over an 8-month period—part-time
is possible — with small classes in a personalized learning environment.

“The Conducting in Music program has
helped me to further develop my conducting
skills with constructive feedback and support
from both my peers and the instructor. The
program is comprehensive and thorough as
well as challenging.
During the past year, I have been continually
inspired and reminded of why I chose music
as a career. I highly recommend this program
to anyone who teaches music, conducts or
wishes to do either.”

“I am so happy I chose Capilano University to
begin my post-secondary music studies. Not only
did I feel completely comfortable in the small
classes, I was given countless opportunities that
wouldn’t have been possible if I attended any
larger institute. The music faculty is excellent,
and I really love how they get to know everyone
personally and offer one on one attention tailored
to individual needs.”

Karen Nakajima — Graduate 2008
Recipient of the Governor General’s
Collegiate Bronze Medal
The Diploma in Music program integrates
theoretical, historical and performance studies, offering concentrations in: brass, composition, guitar, harp, percussion, piano, strings,
voice or woodwinds.

Karla Alison Hunter, BMus, RMT
Music Teacher - School District 48 (Sea to Sky)
Music Director - Whistler Children’s Chorus

All courses in the Diploma in Music program
are transferable to the School of Music at
the University of British Columbia and to the

For more information and testimonials visit:
www.capilanou.ca/conducting

Faculty of Music at the University of Victoria.

Capilano University students have also received
transfer credit to the following universities:
Alberta, Brandon, Calgary, Carleton. Dalhousie, Guelph, Lethbridge, McGill, Regina, Simon
Fraser, Toronto, Western Ontario, Western
Washington, Winnipeg, and York.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
Capilano University has several scholarships
and bursaries available to music students in the
Diploma in Music program:
www.capilanou.ca/programs/
music-classical/scholarships-bursaries
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Lars Kaario
Department of Music
Faculty of Fine & Applied Arts
2055 Purcell Way, North Vancouver, BC
Tel: 604.984.4951
E-mail: lkaario@capilanou.ca
www.capilanou.ca/music
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President’s

message
Joanne Lougheed
president@bcrmta.bc.ca

A

s I write this first message as
President of BCRMTA, it is the
middle of July. By the time
this reaches your mailbox, the regular
teaching year will be starting shortly or
will have already started for many of you.
I hope that you have managed to carve
out some time for rest and relaxation.
In March, I had the pleasure of attending
the Commemorative Conference in
Baltimore, Maryland celebrating the
tenth (10th) anniversary of the 2007
Collaborative Conference held in Toronto,
Ontario that brought together members
of the Canadian Federation of Music
Teachers’ Associations (CFMTA/FCAPM),
Royal Conservatory of Music and Music
Teachers National Association (MTNA).
Our CFMTA/FCAPM meeting was held
while we were there – Lois Kerr gave
her first report as the CFMTA/FCAPM
Treasurer and the delegates became
aware of just how lucky CFMTA/FCAPM
is to have her in this position. Our own
Anita Perry is now the interim secretary
for CFMTA/FCAPM.
I have heard very good reports already
about her abilities and job performance
- Bravo Anita!

exploring the Baltimore Museum of Art
and Washington DC. The final concert
performed by the piano duo of Leon
Fleisher and Katherine Jacobson included
a performance of Debussy’s Clair de Lune
by Leon Fleisher. There was a feeling of
breathless anticipation in the room as the
music was played – it hit the soul in just
the right spot and many (including myself)
were moved to tears. A fine way to end
the conference.
Things are moving forward at BCRMTA
too – we have gone live on Facebook
and our Progressions magazine is
coming out in a digital format available
on multiple platforms. Look for more
details on this as they become available.
(The Canadian Music Teacher magazine
is also being made available in a digital
format on a trial basis). Technology is
ever changing and as an organization we
are being swept along with it whether
we are comfortable with it or not. As an
acknowledged technophobe, I will need
to ‘get with the program’ and start to
explore some of the many ways we can
use technology to further our aims.

Some of the highlights of the conference
for me included attending the opening
concert of Igudesman & Joo (who
knew you could laugh so much when
music was being played), our CFMTA/
FCAPM National Piano Competition
(congratulations Markus on placing third),

At the April 2017 meeting, we said
goodbye to two members of our
Executive – Carol Schlosar as Past
President after serving on the Executive
for 16 years and to Lois Kerr as Treasurer
after serving 12 years in this position.
Their combined 28 years of experience,
wisdom and humour will be missed. On
the other hand, we welcomed Matthew
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Chan to our Executive Board as the new
Treasurer. All members of our Executive
Board bring a wealth of expertise to their
positions. I am looking forward to working
with the Executive and the Council in the
coming years as BCRMTA moves forward
in the 21st Century.
The Spring 2017 issue of Progressions
magazine included a letter from Helen
Dahlstrom regarding the importance of
our roles as teachers and of the role of
BCRMTA. Her last paragraph contains the
following statement: ‘BCRMTA cannot
be a strong, useful Association unless we
are cognizant of the value and worth of
why we are associated, and have a clear
vision of the purpose of our profession
within the organization. There is much
to be done to develop our aims, but
unless we have a firm understanding
of, and dedication to the fundamentals
of our usefulness, all our efforts will
be in vain.’ While this letter was likely
written some forty (40) years ago, the
sentiments still ring true. I would like to
see BCRMTA continue to explore ways
to not only remain useful, but also to
increase our usefulness and presence as
an Association. I am looking forward to
the challenge.
Joanne Lougheed - President BCRMTA
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hello from the
Editor & Webmaster
Dina Pollock
editor@bcrmta.bc.ca
webmaster@bcrmta.bc.ca
Hi Everyone,
I hope you all had a great summer with
time to enjoy the sun, relax and get ready
for the new year of teaching. There are
many new things to tell you about.
Magazine - We are trying a new format
for Progressions magazine. From the
results of the surveys we realized some
members would prefer the magazine in
a digital format and this will be our first
issue that will be available in a paper
copy as well as a digital download from
the website, (drum roll please) from our
new app. This is a new project that we
are trying for one year - if members use it
we will keep it, if not it we will not renew
it.
How to find the app - in the Apple store
or Google Play, please search for BC
Registered Music Teachers’ Association.
Here are the icons:

When you download the app, please
allow ‘push notices’, then I will be able
to send out a notice when a new issue
is available. I am very excited about
this new format, with live links and the
ability to add video in the future, the
possibilities are limitless.
I would like as many members to try this
format - to give it a chance, to see if this
has any value to you the member, before
you dismiss it.
Website - So this has been a difficult
spring for the website stemming from
our server hosting company being sold
to a new provider. Our site was moved
to a different system which lead to many
problems and corrupted files. These
issues were too many to overcome and
the executive and provincial council
agreed to move the site to a new hosting

company. The move was difficult and
posed new problems. Many hours (and
lots of tears later) our site is up and
working well. I will mention that there
may be a few stray links that are not
working, if you find one please let me
know so I can fix it. I hope you notice how
much faster the pages load on the site the move was the best thing to do to our
site.
Website Locator - the real loss with
the move was our locator. It no longer
works and there is no way to repair it.
We are looking at different options at
the moment and will be discussing them
at the Provincial council meeting in
September.

Dina

Apple Store

Google Play Store

The app masthead - keeps in line with our branding.
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Branch Highlights
ABBOTSFORD

CHILLIWACK

COQUITLAM / MAPLE RIDGE

As I looked back on the year it came
to my attention that there hasn’t been
one spectacular highlight. It became
apparent however, that although
membership numbers were declining,
attendance was increasing and more
members were becoming involved.
When a branch’s numbers move to below
30 the tasks required to keep a branch
viable and vibrant don’t decrease. As
president, I felt that each of us needed
to take more ownership if we wanted
to do more than survive. We have now
replaced the vice-president position with
8 coordinator roles: Luncheon, Hosting,
Refreshments, Workshops, CMW Recital,
Student Recitals, Social Media, and
Starbucks Draw. Now instead of only one
person involved we have eight people
that take responsibility for specific tasks.
Shared ownership has breathed life into
the branch and no one is overwhelmed
with their role!

The Chilliwack Branch hosted Christopher
Norton on Friday, April 21st and Saturday,
April 22nd.

Our May general meeting was followed
by a workshop presented by Dr. Justin
Krawitz, Assistant Professor of Piano
and Piano Pedagogy at the University of
Northern Colorado. His topic “Debunking
Some Myths of Piano Technique” mostly
addressed an overly-rounded hand
position that many beginner piano
methods demonstrate “hand like a
bubble”. This leads to chronic abduction
(stretching) of the extensor muscles
(top of forearm) and the flexors (bottom
of forearm). He recommended a more
natural hand position that would reduce
tension and make the point of contact of
the finger tip to the piano keys more of
a “sweet spot” -- along a flat ridge of the
finger tip. Dr. Krawitz’s workshop led to
a fascinating discussion of a very basic
principle in piano pedagogy!

Jean Ritter

There was a workshop for the teachers
on Friday afternoon as well as Master
classes, Performance Classes and Improv.
Classes for the students. At the end of
the two days, there was a gala concert
for students chosen to perform by Mr.
Norton.
Many volunteers were needed to
make this happen. Deb Krol was the
person who first contacted Christopher
Norton on Facebook and she then put
an uncountable number of hours into
organizing and scheduling all of the
classes.
This was an extra-special event for all of
us! Both teachers and students found
Mr. Norton engaging and informative.
We all learned something about jazz
music and had fun doing it!

Liz Munro

Nita Pelletier

Canada Music Week 2017
November 19th - 25th
Posters available for download
www.cfmta.org
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Branch Highlights - cont.
EAST KOOTENAY

MID-ISLAND

NELSON

On May 7th, the East Kootenay Music
Teachers held its first “Teachers Take a
Turn on Stage” recital, to raise money for
its Scholarship Fund. Every year, the East
Kootenay branch distributes $1000 to
$1500 in scholarships to local students.

Our Canada Music Week® recital
was held November 12 at 2:00 pm in
Generations Church. It featured the
premiere of three works by Christine
Donkin commissioned by the Mid-Island
Branch of the BCRMTA to commemorate
its 50th anniversary.

At Christmas, students played Christmas
carols in the lobby of the Prestige
Hotel. They were able to have many
opportunities to play the same pieces as
different families were passing through
the lobby on their way to see Santa. It
was a fund raiser for the food kitchen
and raised hundreds of dollars for the
needy people of Nelson and area.

The “Teachers Take a Turn” recital
featured local teachers and senior
students in combinations of flute, violin,
viola, piano and voice. There were
two rollicking two-piano eight-hands
pieces and three pieces composed or
arranged by local composers. Among
the many delightful performances were
haunting renditions of movie themes
from Schindler’s List and Titanic, a lively
mash-up of Scott Joplin rags, and classical
pieces by Brahms and Debussy.
The event was well-received and about
$1250 was raised for the scholarship
fund. Many thanks to the many
contributors and supporters

Terry Lynn Jeffers

The recital opened with the singing of
O Canada accompanied by a student.
A student choir of about 50 members
(actually a combination of choirs) sang
They Speak to Me – one of the Christine
Donkin works being premiered. Following
the choral presentation, nine members
of the Nanaimo Youth Orchestra played
two selections including March to the
Bastion – the second of three Donkin
works to be premiered. There were a
total of forty-one performances, twentysix of which were works by Canadian
composers, including an original student
composition. Eleven different teachers
entered students in the recital. The
concert closed with the final premiere
work, a piano duet titled Tubbub.
The concert was sponsored in part by
Tom Lee and admission was by donation.
(a total of $558.56 was received) 120
programs were printed all of which were
handed out. Twelve dozen maple-leaf
cookies were consumed. The main part of
the auditorium was full at the beginning
of the concert suggesting we had close to
300 in the audience.

Donna Goodwin-Wilson

NORTH ISLAND
Although our February meeting was
cancelled due to the accumulation of
white stuff which plagued our province
this winter, we hosted a Young Artist’s
Concert in conjunction with the MidIsland Branch. The concert was well
attended and much appreciated by those
in attendance. Markus Masaites delighted
us with the program he performed as
BC’s representative at the National Piano
Competition in Baltimore. The audience’s
enjoyment of the Concert was enriched
by Program Notes provided by Markus
and his teacher. His willingness to answer
questions posed by the audience at the
end of his performance made for a very
intimate experience by all in attendance.

Sonia Hauser

Susan Schleppe
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SOUTH OKANAGAN
The South Okanagan Branch celebrated
excellence on February 25, 2017 at the
Shatford Centre for the Arts in Penticton.
Billed as a scholarship fundraiser, 20
students from pre-Grade 1 to ARCT
played violin, sang and played piano for
an audience of over 125 parents and
members of the public. The evening was
eclectic featuring a variety of musical
styles from Beethoven to Strayhorn.
A silent auction provided much lively
interest and garnered over $800 for
the South Okanagan Branch of BCRMTA
scholarship fund. Door prizes were
given and after the concert everyone
adjourned to the Shatford’s “Galleria” for
refreshments. Many thanks to the South
Okanagan Branch of BCRMTA members
who made this concert possible.

Anita Perry

PRINCE GEORGE
The highlight event for the Prince George
Branch was our workshop with Roger
Buksa from Victoria. Roger did three
sessions of Masterclasses for all levels of
students. A wide range of repertoire was
covered, and the students and teachers
benefited from Roger's performance
expertise and practice suggestions.
Branch members joined Roger at a local
restaurant for dinner and visiting.

Lori Elder

RICHMOND
Richmond Branch Summer Walking
Group
One focus of our branch this year
is health and wellness. We plan to
have a member of Richmond Hospital
Emergency visit us for a talk on studio
safety awareness and emergency
preparedness. We also want to
encourage a good life/work balance
for our members. This summer we
have launched a Walking Group for our
members (and their guests) who are
looking for a fun and enthusiastic way to
get moving and socialize. Our first walk
was on a gloriously sunny Wednesday
morning in early July at the north end
of the Shell Road Trail. We walked north
towards the Richmond Nature Park. We
will continue these walks weekly until the
end of August…..and perhaps longer. All
our walks are planned to be round-trip
and last approximately one hour. Animal
friends on leashes are welcome. Our
future walks could be anywhere in the
Richmond
area. If you
have an idea
for a walk,
bring it along
to share. If
we choose
your idea –
you are the
leader. We
know some
people are
simply "fair weather walkers" and only
enjoy walking when the sun is shining
and that’s OK. Join in at your pleasure
but we intend to sally forth rain or shine!

Victoria Warfield
Progressions
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SOUTH FRASER
South Fraser Branch held our two-week
piano festival the last two weeks of
February. We had over 600 entries this
year. Our adjudicators were Anne Unger,
Ian Parker and Rudy Rozanski. Each week
ended with a day of Celebration Recitals,
featuring the best performances from
the festival. Medallions and scholarships
were given out, followed by a receptions.

Kevin Thompson

VERNON
Vernon BCRMTA Branch would like to
thank their hard-working students for
making their Spring Piano and Voice
Festival a great success this year! The
voice festival was held on February
17th and the piano festival on March 3rd
through March 7th with a Gala concert
that followed on Monday March 11th at
the All Saint’s Anglican Church, Vernon.
With 158 entries for piano and 66 entries
for voice, audiences were treated to
many high-level performances. This year
our adjudicators were Joe Berarducci for
Piano (Kelowna), and Eva-Maria Kopp for
Voice (Kelowna). Teachers and students
benefited from Berarducci’s expertise
and warm demeanor and Kopp’s kindness
and fluency in multiple languages.
Vernon BCRMTA Branch graciously
received $2950 in scholarships from
the community which was given out to
students who earned top marks in their
performances.

Emerald Holt

Fall 2017

Branch Highlights - cont.
VICTORIA

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In November our Branch held a breakfast meeting.
Guest of Honour was Jean Ethridge a Past President
of both our Branch and the Provincial Council. Jean
currently resides in Salmon Arm, B.C. She adjudicated
our annual Murray Adaskin Composition Competition
and was our featured composer at the Canada Music
Week Concert. At the breakfast meeting for members
and guests, Jean gave a retrospective of her life and
music accompanied by a few samples, on CD, of
her compositions. Her musical upbringing included
memories of her studies with Helen Dahlstrom, Dr.
Frederick Horwood, Boris Roubakine, Jean Coulthard,
Murray Adaskin, Violet Archer and Oskar Morawetz.
She included interesting remembrances of her time
with these musicians. It was a wonderful forty minutes
of retrospective into her era of studies and composing.
We are grateful that she shared these memories with
us and allowed us to have a copy of her talk along with
a CD for our Branch archives.

The following branches are eligible for a Professional
Development grant of $300: Kelowna, Mission, Nelson,
Shuswap, Trail/Castlegar and Vernon. There are only
three grants remaining and applications must be made
before February 1, 2018. Plan an event!!
Get it subsidized!!
Print off your branch’s application and send it in.

Liz Munro - Professional Development Chair

In Memoriam
Anne Brayshaw
member of BCRMTA since 1979
(Victoria)

Barbara Perry





Dr Michael Redshaw
member of BCRMTA since 1996
(Victoria)

Thank you to all of the Branches
for sending in a Branch Highlight.
Unforuntately not every branch
included a report.





Our thoughts and prayers are with the families
and their friends at this difficult time

For the next issue of Progressions, it’s
your branches Canada Music Week®
report - Deadline December 15, 2017.
Photos welcome if you have a photo
release. Please note - I do not need t
he release, please keep it on file.
Thank you,

Dina
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CELEBRATE THEORY
helps you give your
students more.

LEVEL

5

Theory (Prep–Level 8):
• Engage your students with
interactive activities,
exploration of repertoire,
and written exercises
• 2 answer books

LEVEL

9

HARMONY

LEVEL

10

HISTORY

Harmony & Counterpoint
History (Levels 9–ARCT):
and Analysis (Levels 9–ARCT):
• Discover styles, genres,
• Explore the musical language
composers, and works
through melody-writing,
that shaped the musical
four-part harmony,
milestones from major
counterpoint, and analysis
historical eras

celebratetheory.com

B.C. Piano Competition Rules
1.

The competition will be held in even numbered
years in combination with the Semi-Annual
meeting of BCRMTA Provincial Council.

2.

Each branch will be able to enter one contestant.
The contestant may represent his/her branch
of residence or branch of study. Branches are
responsible for selecting a contestant. (A previous
first-prize winner of the B.C. Piano Competition is
not eligible to enter). Deadline for entries is March
1st , 2018

3.

Final Round The top three performers from the
semi-final round will be asked to perform a 30
minute program in the finals. Three contrasting
styles must be used. All contestants will be
expected to attend the finals.
The 1st Place Winner of the B.C. Piano
Competition:
a) must be available to represent British
Columbia at the CFMTA/FCAPM National
Piano Competition in Winnipeg, Manitoba
in July 2019 (All travel will be provided along
with an allowance for accommodation and
meals)

The competition will consist of a semi-final round
and a final round.
Semi-final Round - for up to 12 contestants. In
this round, contestants will be asked to perform
a program no less than 10 minutes and no
more than 20 minutes in length. At Least two
contrasting styles must be used and only one
piece may be repeated in the Final Round. The
performance of a work by a Canadian composer
must be included. Should more than 12 entries
be received, contestants will be asked to submit
a 30 minute recent, unedited recording of good
quality, marked with the applicant’s name and
accompanied by a list of the repertoire in the
order it is performed on the CD by April 1st in
order to have a professional adjudicator choose
12 contestants.

b) will tour as B.C. Young Artist (Tour details
to be arranged with the B.C. Young Artist
Committee and all travel, accommodation and
meals will be provided)
c) will receive a cash prize of $800

The 2nd Place Winner of the B.C. Piano
Competition will receive a cash prize of $500
The 3rd Place Winner of the B.C. Piano
Competition will receive a cash prize of $300

BC Piano Competition 2018
hosted by South Fraser Branch.
Be sure to mark this date on you calendar to hear some fantastic
playing representing branches from around the province.
Ù Date: Saturday, September 22, 2018

Ù Location: White Rock Baptist Church

Stay tuned for more info. Deadline for entries is March 1st, 2018
Progressions
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B.C. Piano Competition Rules - cont.

4. Before selecting a contestant, branches
need to be aware of the following rules:


Information regarding the Semi-final Round:

The contestant must be studying with a member of the
BCRMTA at the time of entry. If the Branch contestant
is awarded the first place prize, he/she must continue
to study with a BCRMTA member in order to qualify to
represent B.C. at the National Piano Competition.

•

Each invited contestant must submit his/her repertoire
list by June 1st 2018.
Selections may not be changed after the list has been
submitted.

•

All expenses for a contestant attending the B.C. Piano
Competition must be borne by the contestant or
sponsoring branch. *Branches may apply for funding
where a need exists and conditions are met.



The contestant must be a Canadian citizen or have
Landed Immigrant status.



The contestant must not be more than 24 years old as
of January 1st of the CFMTA competition year.

•

Expenses for a chaperone (if required by the
contestant) will be the responsibility of the contestant.



The contestant may not be studying in a Master’s
program as of January 1st of the CFMTA/FCAPM
convention year, as the CFMTA/FCAPM National Piano
Competition is limited to contestants studying at the
Bachelor level or lower.

•

There will be a public drawing for the order of
performance for the B.C. Piano Competition at least
30 days before the event. All contestants will be
immediately advised of their placement in the program
and no changes will be allowed.



All repertoire presented must be of an advanced level
(Diploma or higher) and must include a minimum of
two contrasting style periods in the semi-final round
and three contrasting style periods in the final round
with one repeat allowed in the final round.

•

All contestants will be given an opportunity to play the
competition piano prior to the event.
The time allotted will be 10 minutes.



The competition committee will announce the name
of the adjudicator of the B.C. Piano Competition
at least 6 months before the competition. It is the
responsibility of the branch and the teacher of the
contestant to ensure that there is no contact between
the contestant and the adjudicator once the name has
been announced.



It is strongly recommended that all potential
contestants be made aware of the specific repertoire
rules regarding the CFMTA/FCAPM National
Piano Competition before entering the B.C. Piano
Competition. These can be found at www.cfmta.org.



It is the responsibility of the branch to submit
the required application. Late entries will not be
considered.

Progressions

The B.C. Piano Competition will be held September 22, 2018.
The Semi-finals will start at 1:00 p.m. and the finals at 7:30 p.m.
The deadline for entries is March 1, 2018.
Included in this issue are the rules of the competition to
help branches select a representative. We’re excited to be
introducing online entry this year, which will simplify the
process for branches. The entry form is available on the website
and all submissions are to be done through the website. New
for this year, biographies and pictures are to be included with
the entry form. When all necessary fields have been completed,
the entry will be accepted.
Please note - the page will be password protected with "our
password". If you need the password please contact:
Susan Schleppe competition_ya@bcrmta.bc.ca or 		
Dina Pollock
webmaster@bcrmta.bc.ca
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As of the writing of this article, neither the adjudicator nor the
venue has been finalized. The committee is looking at venues
in the South Surrey area. Updated information will of course be
available on the website.

students by making arrangements to have your students attend
the competition. Be sure to share with all of your students
that this wonderful event will be taking place September 22
of 2018 and have them save the date. Likewise, make your
arrangements now to be in attendance for this fantastic event.
The opportunity only comes up every other year, so make 2018
the year you attend. Be inspired by the very best students that
the BCRMTA are shaping into young artists.

This competition can be valuable not only for those who
participate by competing, but as a motivation for all students
– particularly intermediate and advanced. Take advantage of
this opportunity to hear incredibly talented and dedicated

St. Helen’s Anglican Vancouver
Vancouver West Side's
premiere recital location!
Located
Located at
at Trimble
Trimble and
and 8th
8th Ave.
Ave. in
in West
West Point
Point Grey
Grey
•
•

Steinway B Grand Piano •
Very competitive rates
•

Plenty of street parking
Sound/lighting

Call or email today to book your recital!
604-224-0212
sthelenswpg@gmail.com
www.pointgreyanglican.com

St. Helen’s Anglican Vancouver
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Musical Community Service Awards May 2017
North Island

South Fraser - cont.

Shelley Roberts
Ava Wylie			Silver
Julie Matsuzawa			Gold (156)

Yvette Rowledge
Robbie MacEwan			Bronze
Annie MacEwan			Bronze			
Jeniya Lee			Bronze
Jeniya Lee			Silver
Jenny Mei			Gold (62)

Richmond			
Lillian Chan
Russell Bouchard			Bronze
Enoch Liu			Bronze
Jeff Liu				
Bronze
Bowen Yuan			Bronze
Matthew Du			
Bronze
Matthew Du			
Silver
Jinora Cao			Bronze
Jinora Cao			Silver
Eric Huang			Bronze
Eric Huang			Silver
Janice Leung Chung Hei		
Bronze
Janice Leung Chung Hei		
Silver
Angeline Syyong			Bronze
Angeline Syyong			Silver
Taylor Zhou			Bronze
Taylor Zhou			Silver
Claudia Lui			Silver
			
Kitty Yeung
Jean Oh				Gold (64)

Kevin Thompson
Helen Huang			Bronze
Ivy Shen				Bronze
Sherry Wu			Bronze
Alice Yu				Silver

Vernon
Marjorie Close
Quinn Soon			Bronze
Jasmine Soon			Bronze
Lyn Taron		
Jackson Boyd			Bronze
Jaida Toplov			Bronze
Neko Wong			Bronze
Stephen Aulin			Silver
Danika Zaino			Silver

Victoria			
Colleen Ball		
Mckenna Jennings		

South Fraser

Gold (106)

Patricia Williamson
Julia Zhu				Gold (250)

Catherine Bundt
Nathan Liu			Bronze
Elizabeth Nguyen			Gold (83)
Veronica Nguyen			Gold (83)
Nicholas Wang			Gold (62)
Annie Yeh			Silver
Annie Yeh			Gold (86)

Special mention goes to those students who have volunteered one hundred or more hours:
Mckenna Jennings, Julie Matsuzawa and Julia Zhu.
Congratulations and thank you for your musical service to your communities!
Progressions
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Yuja Wang

Sir András Schiff

Símon Bolívar String Quartet

Marc-André Hamelin

Sheku Kanneh-Mason

The Vancouver Recital Society’s 2017-2018 Season features arresting
performances from some of the classical music world’s brightest
stars and emerging young talents. There are 17 performances to
choose from, and a diverse roster that includes 9 pianists, 3 cellists,
a violinist, a string quartet, a piano trio and a mezzo-soprano.

Guarantee your seats!

Some performances may sell out soon.

Students in Grades 1 - 12 $15 per ticket
Young adults age 18 - 35 $18 per ticket.
BCRMTA members are eligible for a 15% discount
on tickets to VRS performances.

Visit vanrecital.com for all concert details
or call 604 602 0363 for a free brochure.

SEASON SPONSOR:

BCRMTA Student Composer 2017 Winners
Preparatory Division - 8 & under
To write an original composition for solo instrument
or any combination of instruments
1st place - Stella Ivanovic		
The Star Wars Princess

Division B - 15 & under
To write an original composition for solo instrument
or any combination of instruments
1st place- Matthew McDermand
Dungeonaire
2nd place- Jason Wong
Dance of the Raindrops
Honourable Mention:
Lucas O’Brien - Le Petite Choit

Division A1 - 11 & under
To write an original composition for solo instrument
or any combination of instruments
1st place - Samuel Li		
If I had Wings
2nd place- Marin Lowery		
The Monster Band
Honourable Mentions:
Madison Houchin - The Life of the Fly
Bella Gomes - Dancing Dolphins

Division C - 19 & under
To write an original composition for any instrument or
any combination of instruments, or voice(s) or combination
of voice(s) and instruments with accompaniment when
accompaniment is necessary for the performance.
1st place- Trevor Rutherford
The River Trees
2nd place- Carmyn Slater
Landscapes- Destination
Honourable Mention:
Lily Vokey - Drifting Currents

Division A2 - 11 & under
To write an original composition for voice, with
or without accompaniment
1st place- Grace Lelliot
Waves

Division D - Open
Same criteria as Division C
1st place - Christie Morrison
Tooth or Consequences

These compostitions now move forward to the CFMTA/FCAPM Student
Composer Competition.
This is a national competition for First Place Winners of Provincial
composition competitions.
Entries are submitted by Provincial Canada Music Week® Coordinators
for Canada-wide judging before June 1 each year.
Scholarships are awarded to winners in each category, and the
Helen Dahlstrom Award is given annually to the best national
composition as selected by the adjudicator. Helen Dahlstrom was
the founder of Canada Music Week®.
Good luck to everyone.
Progressions
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Preparatory Division - 8 & under
1st Place - Stella Ivanovic The Star Wars Princess

Stella lvanovic is currently a Grade 2 Student at Our Lady of
Perpetual Help School in Vancouver. She started playing piano
at age 4 and violin at age 6. She successfully participated in the
North Shore Music Festival and Archbishop Carney Speech Arts
Festival as well as completed her first RCM Exam in January

2017. In addition to music Stella likes reading, dancing and
horseback riding.
Star Wars Princess was composed during the 2016 Christmas
break in memory of Carrie Fischer. It is to pay tribute to Princess
Leia and everything she stood for.

Division A1 - 11 & under
1st place - Samuel Li

If I had Wings

Samuel was born in December 2005 in Victoria, BC. He began
studying piano at the age of five with Michael Smirl and Pamela
Smirl. He performed at the Greater Victoria Performing Arts
Festival since 2012, and received various awards including
Composition, Sight Reading, Classical, Romantic, 20th/21st
Century, Adjudicator's Choice, etc. Samuel received highest
marks in his Royal Conservatory of Music exams and Victoria
Conservatory of Music exams, which including perfect marks
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(100/100) in all his rudiments theory exams. His composition
Orpheus has placed FIRST in the 2015 BC Music Writing
Competition (Division A) and SECOND in the 2015 CFMTA
Student Composer Competition (Category A).
In his spare time, Samuel likes playing soccer and badminton.
He is also very passionate about science, math and computer
programming.

Fall 2017

BCRMTA Student Composer 2017 Winners
Division A2 - 11 & under
1st place- Grace Lelliot - Waves

Grace Lelliott is a grade three student at Ecole Willow Point in
Campbell River, on Vancouver Island. She has been studying
piano and voice for two years and is also studying musical
theater. Grace is a competitive gymnast and enjoys many hours

at the gym. Grace loves to play the piano, and sing, and is really
excited about writing her first song called Waves!
It's a song about how the water and weather are simular to how
we feel sometimes.

Division B - 15 & under
1st place- Matthew McDermand - Dungeonaire

Hi, my name is Matthew McDermand. I'm 13 years old and
live in Qualicum Beach. I play piano, trombone, compose and
transcribe. I attend Kwalikum Secondary School and participate
in their jazz education, however I self taught myself how
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to compose. I am most inspired by certain EDM artists like
Waterflame and Danny Baranowsky by their ability to mimic any
genre of music.

Fall 2017

Division C - 19 & under
1st place- Trevor Rutherford -

The River Trees

My name is Trevor Rutherford. I am an aspiring film composer
currently in my first year at the University of Victoria studying
in the Music and Computer Science Combined Degree program
as well as taking piano lessons with Beth Goh. I play piano,

trombone, and guitar. I also write original pieces for piano,
wind ensemble, and orchestra. I am excited to enter my
latest composition, The River Trees in the BCRMTA Student
Competition!

Division D - Open
1st place - Christie Morrison - Tooth or Consequences (Song Cycle)

I am a voice teacher and have taught for many years. I have
experience with all ages and genres in my chosen field. I began
my formal musical education at age seven (piano ) and my vocal
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studies at age ten. I have always had an interest and passion to
compose and now being semi retired , time allows for this.
This is my first composition.

Fall 2017
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BCRMTA - Heritage Fund

T

he Heritage Fund was begun
in 2006 by the BCRMTA to
benefit all branches. Each
year a different project is chosen and is
available to any branch.
The project for 2017/2018 is to support
branches in celebrating Canada’s 150th
Birthday. This project is funded through
the Heritage Fund and will enable
branches at the local level to create a
larger profile in their communities.
Funds available: $200.00 per branch
Guidelines:
• A musical event celebrating
Canada’s 150th Birthday.
• Amount of subsidy: $200.00
• No pre-approval required
• Funds will be paid out after the
event has taken place upon
submission of a written description
of the event and documentation
if possible (program, pictures,
newspaper coverage)
• Applications can be mailed,
or scanned/emailed
• Deadline for application:
December 31st, 2017.
Requests for the subsidy should be
made to the BCRMTA Treasurer:
Matthew Chan
BCRMTA Treasurer
5018-5511 Hollybridge Way
Richmond BC V7C 0A3
treasurer@bcrmta.bc.ca

Heritage Fund
Canada 150 Celebration
Application Form
Date of application

(day)			

(month)			

Date of event 		(day)			(month)			(year)
Branch applying for subsidy: 							
			
Branch President: 								
			
Contact Person:									
		
Address:									
		
Email: 									
			
Telephone:								
			
Description of project :						
										
			
										
			
										
			

Your request must include a description
of the event being held and a report
(and photo) following the event must be
submitted in order to receive payment.

Progressions
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You’re already
a great musician.
Become a great
teacher too.

A surprising number of piano teachers tell
us some version of this story:
“I never planned to become a teacher. But
I took on a few students because I needed
money/I was between gigs/my cousin asked
me to…and discovered I loved it. But I’m
trained as a musician, not a teacher. How
do I know I’m doing it right?”
An alternate version goes like this:
“I taught years ago and would like to start
my teaching practice again…but so much
has changed! How can I get caught up and
compete with younger, more tech-savvy
teachers?”
We can help.
Now you can learn the essentials of piano
pedagogy from the comfort of your own home.
Plus you’ll graduate with a teaching certificate
from one of the world’s most recognized
music education programs. So not only will
you know exactly what you’re doing; you’ll
have the qualification to prove it.

Courses are offered in elementary,
intermediate, and advanced teaching and
are 10 weeks long. Reasonable prices.

An internationally-recognized
credential in piano pedagogy.
It sets you apart. And sets you
up for success.
Enrollment is now open.
Classes limited to 25 students, so don’t delay.

Apply today or learn more at
rcmusic.com/PianoTeacherCourses

For your information. . .

ACNMP turns 50 and is offering a membership discount to BCRMTA members!
The Alliance for Canadian New Music Projects (ACNMP) is
an organization dedicated to the promotion of Canadian
contemporary music. Throughout our history, it has been
our mission to encourage teachers to teach Canadian
contemporary music, to motivate students to study and
perform this music, and to encourage Canadian composers to
write music for students of all levels from the most junior to the
paraprofessional.

Your membership benefits:
•

Priority notification on festivals & special events

•

Member Discounts on Contemporary Showcase Festivals,
Concerts, and Workshops

•

Awards for students

•

Access to ACNMP’s extensive national library of
contemporary Canadian music

Contemporary Showcase Festival happens every year during Canada Music Week®. ACNMP centres across Canada present a
non-competitive festival set in a master class format, adjudicated by knowledgeable musicians, and devoted entirely to music by
Canadian composers. Please visit www.acnmp.ca for more information.

The Alberta Registered Music Teachers’ Association (ARMTA)
is proud to announce that they have commissioned eight new
teaching pieces in recognition of Canada 150 and ARMTA 85!
Each one is based on a Canadian folk song and written by
Alberta composers. Palliser Music Publishing (pallisermusic.
com) has agreed to publish them, and they will be available
starting on August 1st through their online store. We hope you
enjoy playing and teaching them!

STRING
Elementary: Donkey Riding - Geoffrey Bell
Intermediate: Remembering a Fenian Song - Michalis Andronikus

VOICE
Elementary: Scarborough Settler - Mark Mitchell
Intermediate: The Morning Dew - Margaret King
Elementary: Old Grandma - Damian Jordan

PIANO

Thank you,
Vicki Martin
Administrator, Alberta Registered Music Teachers’ Association
PO Box 247 Stn Main, Edmonton, AB T5J 2J1
Talk or Text: 780.554.7682
Email: admin@armta.ca
Web: www.armta.ca

Progressions

Elementary: The Tenderfoot - Linda Purves
Intermediate: The Gypsy Daisy - Peter Rudzik
Elementary: Ho Ho Watanay - Han Ding
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Ever wonder how to get your students to focus?
Andrew Ingkavet - Reprinted with permission
Read more of his articles at https://blog.musicteachershelper.com/author/aingkavet/
Photo credit - Michelle Ingkavet Photography Studios

T

here is a common enemy among music teachers, heck,
all teachers!

It’s the battle for the attention and focus of our
students!
If you teach children, you know there is a problem of focus that
is just not part of teaching teens or adults. Young children have
shorter attention spans and are easily distracted!

Tips for Battling the Distraction
Steps can be taken to keep the distraction at bay. Some of these
things may seem obvious, but you must look out for them

What’s a Focus Window?
A Focus Window is a way of directing the student’s attention to
a specific portion of the page. You can use a Focus Window for
not only reading music but also for teaching reading words to
young children or to place attention only on a portion of a large
picture, graph, map or chart.
By using a Focus Window, students can work on a smaller area
than they would naturally reach for. It limits the information
overload.

Constructing the Focus Window

• Limit clutter in the teaching space

There are a few ways you can construct a Focus Window.

• Remove potentially attention-grabbing toys or objects

Originally we tried to use flashlights by focusing light beams on
certain areas of the sheet music. That didn’t work too well with
young students. The dark room was too extreme and all sorts of
hilarious screaming ensued!

• Have a policy that phones must be set on vibrate
• Limit the seating to discourage too many siblings in the
space

Paper and cardboard cutout windows were mildly successful.

• Don’t allow eating in the studio

• Use music notation that is visually clear and clutter-free

Our favorite and simplest method of constructing a Focus
Window involves Post-It notes. These wonderful little 3” by 3”
yellow squares of paper with the light adhesive made by 3M
have been an essential part of our studio for years.

As so much of our visual attention is placed on reading music
notation, the following can greatly assist in attaining focus.

By using the Post-Its to block certain areas of the page, you can
quickly create an area in the middle that is the Focus Window.

When presented with traditional music notation, students are
often overwhelmed by how complicated it all looks. And it is
complicated!

Here’s an example of how to block out a small Focus Window
from a larger piece of music.

• Limit or remove pets

Reading music is a high-level skill. It takes a long time and a lot
of practice to understand all the symbolic language and the
nuances.
In the first few stages of our Musicolor Notation, students begin
to learn structure. They begin to notice the patterns of the
entire piece as a whole and which parts are slightly different but
mostly the same. Then we dive into the smaller details.
With traditional music notation, we do the same. But so often,
students still feel overwhelmed by all the abstract symbols on
the page.
To help with this, we developed a Focus Window.

Progressions
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Too often, students try to play an entire phrase which is too
much for them to hold in their mental desktop. By making
that phrase smaller, (much smaller!) and only showing a small
portion visually, we can control their focus.

The Itch of Curiosity
By using a Focus Window we limit the data. We obscure parts of
the whole. This can be used to our benefit. It triggers a universal
psychological effect known as the information or knowledge
gap.

The benefit of using removable Post-It notes is that you can
quickly resize the Focus Window or even move it as your
student progresses through the piece.

In the 1990’s, Carnegie-Mellon researcher George Lowenstein
put forth the “Information Gap Theory of Curiosity.”

Some Focus Windows are quite large
and are made by covering up all the
extraneous information many method
book publishers clutter the page with.
So often there are instructions meant
to be read by a teacher or parent but
not the student. This type of text is very
overwhelming for young children. The
same is true of the small duet parts often
printed below the student part.
Also, many times there are beautiful
illustrations and graphics on the page.
These can be charming and helpful. For
pre-literate children, the illustrations can
be the way they remember which song is
which as they can’t read the titles.

Specializing in the Restoration,
Refinishing and Maintenance
of Fine, Heirloom Pianos
Steinway & Heintzman
Restoration Experts
Sales of the Finest Vintage
Restored or Pre-owned
Pianos

But the graphics should be limited as
they do pull away focus.
We also teach the parents of our
students how to do this at home. It
allows us to send home lesson notes
that say, “Work on the one measure in
the Focus Window and then enlarge it to
include two measures.”
Learning how to practice is a skill that
affects a student’s life forever. By
teaching students how to effectively
practice by limiting data and
concentrating repetitively on small parts
at a time, we can teach mastery skills.

Progressions
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Ever wonder how to get your students to focus? - cont.

“It comes when we feel a gap “between what we know and
what we want to know”. This gap has emotional consequences:
it feels like a mental itch, a mosquito bite on the brain. We seek
out new knowledge because that’s how we scratch the itch.”
(Wired magazine - https://www.wired.com/2010/08/the-itch-ofcuriosity/)
If you tell your students “you can’t peek under this until next
week,” you have effectively created some curiosity. Many of
them will actually look just to see what’s there.
Some have even “figured it out themselves.”
Others have practiced even more to make sure they get to
“open the window.”

The Hidden Answer Window

No peeking!

The inverse of a Focus Window is a Hidden Answer Window.

By covering the tricky bits with a little Post-It flap, you create
a Hidden Answer Window. They remind us that there is still
unfinished business on this page, but we will discover it together
in future lessons.

Do you remember those interactive children’s books that have
hidden flaps that allow a child to discover more content?
These were fun and engaging because of the curiosity invoked
by hiding answers or parts of the story.

This lowers the stress level of students who are desperately
trying to seek your approval by playing everything perfectly. It
lets them off the hook.

You can do this with music too.
Sometimes students are just not ready to work on certain
phrases or maybe a left hand piano part is too tricky right now
and you want them to work only on the right hand.

It’s funny how some simple things can transform a lesson from
drudgery and pain to effortless progress. 

A r n e S a h l é n BMus, ARCT, AVCM, RMT
135 Thompson Street
Kimberley BC V1A 1T9

Teacher: piano, theory, composing
- lessons also via Skype/WhatsApp
Workshop clinician, festival adjudicator

Andrew Ingkavet is an educator, author and entrepreneur.
His belief that learning a musical instrument builds skills
vital to success in life has led to a thriving music school in
Brooklyn, NY. Internationally, Andrew helps music teachers
with the Musicolor Method, an online curriculum/
training as well as a 5 star-rated book, The Game of
Practice: with 53 Tips to Make Practice Fun.

home 250 427-2159 cell/text 250 540-4242
arnesahlen@hotmail.com www.arnesahlen.com
(N.B.: PianoFocus postponed until 2018)
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From the Archives…						
Susan Olsen, Archivist

W

e have a long-standing tradition of publishing Branch Reports in our Provincial Newsletter (re-named “Progressions”
in 2008). This publication has played an important role in keeping our mandate of supporting professional
development for all our members across the province. Sharing the news of our branch activities with our sister
branches has inspired so many interesting projects and events, all so enthusiastically supported by our dedicated membership. Here
are a few interesting excerpts from 1978 -79, nearly 40 years ago. Amid the many activities there are well-known names, several All
Boys Recitals and a unique reference to Nancy’s goats…. (Perhaps a long time Mid-Island member will fill us in on this attraction).

Trail Branch

Kelowna Branch

In December, with the help of Peter Huse from Selkirk College,
we planned a successful Canada Music Week®. Our guest
was Barry Truax from the Centre for the Arts at Simon Fraser
University. His concert in Trail was entitled New Computer and
Soundscape Compositions. The following morning a workshop
was held with demonstrations and explanations give to a
very keen audience. Earlier in the week, a community concert
was held featuring the A Capella Singers directed by Helen
Dahlstrom and the St.Andrew’s Choristers under Margaret
Purdy. Flautist Gordon Judd, pianist Dr. Vivienne Rowley and
violinist Don Mitchell from Selkirk College played two works by
Michael Baker of Vancouver.

We are happy to report two new members – Jocelyn Oxenham
and Kari Scollie. A successful “Boys Only” Recital was held
in January. The Okanagan Valley Music Festival took place in
March. We are looking forward to the workshop by Dr.Dale
Reubart on May 25.

Kamloops Branch

Penticton Branch

On Feb. 21, Gail Muliner, BMus, RMT, gave a TV Lecture-Recital
of mid-19th Century music on a square piano manufactured in
1855, and bearing the date Feb. 21. In May, Ms. Muliner will
again appear on TV in a teacher-pupil presentation of Luigi
Zaninelli’s piano duet Lexicon of Beasties in which each letter of
the alphabet is represented by an animal.

We opened Canada Music Week® with a concert by the
Okanagan Symphony Orchestra and the Canadian Opera Group.
The Branch held a well-attended Student Recital, and members
and students took part in a radio program. In February, Ernst
Schneider gave a very informative workshop on 20th Century
music. Penticton was the host of the 1979 Okanagan Valley
Music Festival.

April 21st, is the date on which Ernst Schneider, well known
composer from Penticton, will judge 33 original compositions by
Kamloops students. We hope to make this an annual event
Also on April 21st, Bruce Pullen, of Western University,
Bellingham, will give a choral workshop. Mr. Pullen will be
a soloist in the Kamloops Chamber Choir’s presentation of
Messiah

Prince Rupert Branch
In March, we were fortunate to have Edward Parker conduct a
workshop for both teachers and students. He was an inspiration
to all of us. In May, we are holding our annual Awards Concert in
which many of our students take part and compete for a plaque
and $50. Scholarship, recordings and music dictionaries.
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Vernon Branch
On March 3, we attended a practical and inspirational workshop
given by Dr. Ernesto LeJano of the University of Alberta
Music Dept. His topic was Ornamentation in Bach and Mozart:
Similarities and Differences. In April, we will be presenting an “All
Boys” Recital.

North Island Branch
Our 2nd annual North Island Festival of Music was held in
Courtenay on Feb 24 and Campbell River on Feb 25. A total of 33
bursaries were presented. Those chosen to represent our area
in the Provincial Finals were: Jr. Piano – Anne Wilson, Sr. Piano –
Jonas Dvarnstrom, Junior Accordion – John Arkesteijn.
On April 8, Ernst Schneider presented a workshop dealing with
Contemporary Canadian Music and introducing young students
to composition. After the workshop, members adjourned to the
home of Jena Duggan for a potluck supper.
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From the Archives…cont.				
Victoria Branch
The Victoria Branch annual “Boys Only” Recital was held at
the Victoria Conservatory on Sat Feb 24. There were 2 violin
solos among the many piano solos. Christopher Dyson and
Gary Chow were among those who deserve mention. The
senior students were well represented by Robert Tweten and
Malcolm Woodland. Arne Sahlen, a graduate student played
Variations Serieuses by Mendelssohn. At the interval, Rodney
Webster presented a Madeline Till award to Jean MacRae,
a former student, recently studying in England. Mr. Webster
gave an informative account of the life of Mrs. Till, whose
bequest makes possible these awards, after which Miss MacRae
played Sibelius’ Sonatina for Violin accompanied by Malcolm
Woodland.

North Shore Branch
Our autumn meetings feature a talk by Lloyd Moorhouse on the
new RMT Theory requirements and a tour of the new Canadian
Music Centre in Vancouver.

In January, Miss Linda Falls of Capilano College explained
their music program and there was a lively discussion on
methods of cooperation with private music teachers.
Our Annual Music Festival in March had 887 students entered
by 34 teachers. Piano adjudicators included Dr. Alberto
Rafols, Margot Ealing and Mary Tickner while for Strings we
had Leslie Malowany and for voice, Donald Brown.

Richmond, South Delta Branch
Following the election of our new Executive, retiring President
Dorothy Barnett was honoured and presented with a gift.
Eight recitals were held this year and Canada Music Week®
activities included a recital featuring performances by 1978
scholarship winners. Our guest’s artists were Lyn Morrison,
mezzo-soprano and the Delta Youth Orchestra.
In February, our branch held auditions for scholarship awards,
adjudicated by Jocelyn Pritchard. Junior, Intermediate
and Senior Awards were given to Charlene Pauls, Mitchell
Sakumoto and Lori Keubler. We hope to see entries in the
violin and voice categories next year.

Nanaimo Branch

Recital Space
Vancouver - West Side

From the branch reporter: How does one write a branch report
when the sun is so glorious and the outdoors very inviting? I
hear my grandmother saying “There is a time and place for
everything”. Ah well.

Kerrisdale Community Centre
5851 West Boulevard, Vancouver
604-257-8100

We had a super branch executive last year, so we cleverly
elected the lot of them again.

Rooms for 15 to 150 people:
Voice, Piano, Instrumental

Anne Crose gave us two fine lectures on “Accompanying” and
we would like all branches to know that she does a very fine
job.

For Details on Rooms, Costs, and Conditions
Please see our Brochure at
www.kerrisdalecc.com

The competitive music festival is over (one of the test pieces
I liked was a piano duet by Joan Gosselin). Another recital is
coming shortly and June exams are not that far off.
Early June will see Branch members getting together for a
most pleasant luncheon, meeting at Nancy DeCandoles.
Once again we will enjoy Nancy’s goats, a fine repast and in
addition will hash over this year and plan next year.
Probably a proper report of this Branch is that we survive from
one deadline to the next.

Kerrisdale Community Centre Society
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From my Bookcase
Years ago I copied this poem out of a Progressions magazine and have used it countless times to add a little fun in teaching
Italian music terms to students. Its’ origins must be quite old as it references an ‘ice box’! - Joyce Janzen Abbotsford Branch

The kitten walks on velvet toes;

pianissimo

Pianissimo she goes.

piacevole

She settles down upon the rug,

cantabile

Piacevole, curled and snug,

staccato

And when I gently stroke her fur

vivace

Cantabile begins to purr.

dolce

The ice-box doors staccato click

forte

She hears, and runs vivace, quick

fortissimo

To stand at rest beside her dish

agitato

And dolce beg a taste of fish.

risoluto

When she gets none, her sorry cries

mysterioso

Forte to fortissimo rise.

presto

The cook says agitato, “Scat!”

sforzando

While risoluto sits the cat.

giocoso

Mysterioso green eyes glow,

subito

She presto patters to and fro.

scherzando

The busy cook steps on her tail;
Sforzando then is kitten’s wail.
And I giocoso laugh to see
The cat subito come to me
To pounce scherzando on some string
While I begin my practicing!
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Ask Lori - Teaching Tips for Everyday Lessons
by Lori Elder

Q. What are some tips for reviewing a piece that I’ve played before? - Sage Bialuski, Prince George

A. When reviewing a piece it is important to go back to some
grinding practice like you did when you first learned it. Once a
piece is polished, students may forget what it actually took to
get the piece learned, memorized and ready for performance.
Here are some suggestions:

No pedal practice. Students don’t want to have their beloved
pedal taken away, but often it’s hiding a dog’s breakfast of
mysterious things going on. You have to go back to basics and
hear every note.

Slow practice. Students hate hearing this, but it’s true. Their
fingers may kind of remember it, but usually there are many
details that are not clear, or are forgotten entirely. Use the
metronome in the lesson and figure out exactly what the slow
tempo is, practice it together, then write it in their book. A
student’s idea of slow and your idea of slow may be completely
different!
LH alone. This is necessary to review correct notes and
articulation details, and for memory security.

Metronome practice. Students generally fall into two camps –
they like it or they don’t. That said, metronome practice does
get results and improves steadiness and fluency. Separate hand
practice with the metronome is also very helpful.
Memory work. Be sure to clearly mark in the music where the
pick up spots will be if there is a memory slip. Know where to
jump to (always ahead!) and practice starting at these. Be sure
the last pages and the ending are as secure as the beginning.
Say the dynamics aloud. This helps to review the exact
dynamics and the composer’s intentions, rather than what it
may have morphed into since you last played it! 

Marilyn Unrau 1.800.561.1692 m.unrau@myc.com
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Q. What do you do with unruly children at a recital? - Kjerstina Larsen, Vanderhoof

A. This can be a bit stressful and tricky but here are some ideas:
Give them a job. Sometimes this can help. Handing out
programs, helping at a coat check, assisting in the kitchen are
some jobs I’ve assigned. Having an actual job can help them
keep focussed.

Offer that they can play and leave. Recitals can get lengthy,
particularly with many senior students playing long pieces, so
have some junior students play early in the program and tell
them they can leave at a designated time.
Have an intermission. Then families with young children can
leave.

Talk to the parents and to the student. Privately, and before
the recital, tell them exactly what is expected at the recital,
and set down some guidelines. Learning to sit quietly, listen to
others, and wait for your turn to play are important aspects of
studying music.
Try sitting them next to you. Some students will want the
importance of being beside the teacher and will be on their best
behaviour.
Schedule them toward the end of the recital. Sometimes
students will have a better attention span before they play than
after.

Have an area outside the recital hall to retreat to. Set up a
quiet area outside the hall for colouring, reading or playing
games on a tablet or phone. After they have played, students
can go outside the hall but can still hear what is going on. Have
an adult supervise.
Offer them a reward for good behaviour. I know, this is a bit
desperate, but sometimes it works! I’ll give them a music Word
Search puzzle, something to colour, or possibly a small treat at
the end of the recital. 

Lori Elder is well-known as a pianist, teacher, adjudicator and workshop
presenter. She holds a Masters Degree in Piano Performance, a Bachelor of
Music and an ARCT. Lori has performed in many regions of Canada and the
United States, and she teaches senior piano and pedagogy in Prince George, BC.

Email your questions to - lorielder@shaw.ca
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Take the stage
VCC Music has been training musicians for over 40 years for success
on the world’s stages. Highly regarded for its academic and skills
curricula, VCC offers a two-year diploma and subsequent two-year
Bachelor of Applied Music degree. Both credentials place an emphasis
on music and media, career opportunities and performance techniques.
In addition to classical and jazz, VCC welcomes instrumentalists and
vocalists in rock and popular music, as well as music traditions from
other cultures.
Start: September
Auditions: Starting late February. Auditions will continue through
June in areas where space is available.
Scholarships: Over $50,000 in entrance scholarships available.
Attend an info session: Learn more about our programs,
the application process, and speak directly to faculty and staff.
Learn more: music@vcc.ca

vcc.ca/music

Review of New Publications
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Nita Pelletier
Chilliwack - Piano
Member since 1988

Celeste-tina Hernandez
Abbotsford - Piano
Member since 2005

Joyce Janzen
Abbotsford - Piano, Theory
Member since 1983

Musical Impressions
Book 1
by Martha Mier
Alfred Publishing 45197
Ranging from 20 – 32
measures each, these
eleven piano solos in a
variety of styles are perfect
as a supplement for the
beginner student who has
had about six months or more of lessons.
There are no key signatures and very few
accidentals, with the exception of What’s
That Noise? Other titles sure to entice
students are Armadillo Rag, Brazilian
Maracas, Chocolate Smoothie, and
Whistle-Stop Boogie. The time signatures
are 4/4 and ¾ only. All the pieces are very
pleasant-sounding and fun to play, with
or without the optional teacher’s duet
part. The pieces increase in length as
the level of difficulty increases. They
are carefully progressed, and there is
excellent recital material here.

Celeste-tina Hernandez

Great Music & Musicians Book 2
An Overview of Keyboard Composers
and Literature
by Nancy Bachus and Tom Gerou
Edited by Albert Mendoza
Alfred Publishing 39063
This beautifully illustrated
book provides a wealth
of information to assist in
the understanding of the
major cultural periods and
musical styles through the
eras of music development. There are
nine units each with a short summary
and review activity. The first unit has
wonderful descriptions of the keyboard
instruments that preceded the piano.
Recordings are available online to add
interest and deeper understanding of
the music described. Short biographies
of famous pianists are provided near the
end of the book as well as an answer
key for the review activities. The format
of the book is very student friendly!
Important names and words stand out
in their bold print. This book could be
used for group lessons or for individual
assignments.
Our students are constantly stimulated
and this book is full of photos and
illustrations that are very engaging. This
is an excellent resource for students to
see the dress and social framework for
the composers they are playing the music
of.

Leona Porth
Abbotsford - Piano
Member since 1969

A great book to have in the studio….
informative and interesting!

Jean Ritter
Jean Ritter
Abbotsford - Piano, Theory
Member since 2006
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Review of New Publications - cont.
Baroque to Modern
Book 1 - Elementary
Compiled and Edited by Richard Walters
Schirmer Inc (Hal Leonard) HL00297104
This volume presents
thirty three pieces at the
Elementary Level that
could well be used as
supplementary material.
Only three of the pieces
are currently listed in the RCM 2015
Syllabus. The music is organized in
progressive order, staying well within
the confines of Elementary material.
Composers from the Baroque era include
G.F.Handel, J. Mouret and D.G Turk. The
19th century is represented by composers
C. Czerny, C. Gurlitt, L. Kohler, and W.
Vogel. From the 20th century are pieces
by D. Kabalevesky, D. Shostakovich and
B. Bartok. The pieces include generous
markings of fingering, articulation and
dynamics. A real plus, in my opinion,
is the inclusion of comprehensive
composer biographies, along with
excellent suggestions for "Practise and
Performance Tips", which are outlined
at the beginning of the book. For most
pieces, there are six specific points,
always helpful for beginner as well as
seasoned teachers.

Baroque to Modern
Book 2 - Upper Elementary
Compiled and Edited by Richard Walters
Schirmer Inc (Hal Leonard) HL00297105
This book contains 32
upper elementary level
pieces by 16 composers
from around the world,
such as Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, Rameau,
Schumann, Shostakovich, Wilton,
Bartok, and more. I estimate them to
be approximately RCM Levels 1 – 3.
They are arranged in progressive order
beginning with To School by Cornelius
Gurlitt and Jumping by Dmitri Kabalevsky
and ending with Clowns by Kabalevsky
and The Sewing Machine by Melanie
Bonis. In order to reduce glare, the
book is printed on yellow paper. I also
appreciate that the book easily lies
flat when open on the piano stand.
Included at the beginning of the book are
composer biographies, historical notes,
and helpful practice and performance
tips. Many of these pieces are on current
syllabi. Thus, I recommend this book
as an excellent introduction to classical
music for students who show an interest
but who are not currently studying using
one of the “classical” methods.

Leona Porth

Celeste-tina Hernandez

Baroque to Modern			
Book 3 - Early Intermediate
Compiled and Edited by Richard Walters
Schirmer Inc (Hal Leonard) HL00297106
I enjoyed playing through
this book of 29 pieces
by the 20 composers
represented. Much of
the music is familiar from
the past series of RCM
repertoire collections but it is always
good to get a look at different thoughts
and markings from other editors. I find
the composer biographies, historical
notes and practice and performance
tips a useful resource for student and
teacher alike. Twenty-eight of these
pieces have been published previously in
Schirmer Performance Editions volumes.
More excellent helps are the editorial
suggestions regarding tempo, articulation,
dynamics, and fingering. Many of the
works have the ornaments clearly realized
above the staff. Each piece notes the
editorial additions provided.
The music is accurately assessed at Early
Intermediate Level because in RCM
collections these pieces are found in levels
3 to 5. The Baroque era is represented by
J.S. Bach, Handel, Petzold and Scarlatti;
the Classical era by Beethoven, Haydn,
and Mozart. The Romantic era brings
us Burgmuller, Ellmenreich, Heller,
Schumann, and Tchaikovsky. To walk
us through the Modern era we have
Shostakovich, Muczynski, Khachaturian,
Hovhaness, M. Gould, Creston, and
Bartok.
I find the cream coloured paper makes
reading much easier on the eyes. This
book provides a good cross-section of the
music in the eras they represent.

Jean Ritter
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Baroque to Modern			
Book 4 - Intermediate
Compiled and Edited by Richard Walters
Schirmer Inc (Hal Leonard) HL00297107
This beautiful gift quality
book features 28 pieces
at intermediate level (RCM
Levels 4 through 8) by
22 composers. The table
of contents is listed in
alphabetical order but the scores in the
book are printed in progressive order
of difficulty. Of particular interest and
value are the composer biographies and
historical notes, as well as practice and
performance tips which cover 12 pages.
Since this anthology includes lesser
known composers such as George Antheil
(Little Shimmy), Amy Beach (Gavotte in
D minor), Melanie Bonis (Frere Jacques),
Paul Creston (Rustic Dance) and Robert
Muczynski (Fable No. 9), both the scores
and the notes are of special worth. Other
composers whose pieces appear are
C.P.E Bach, J.S. Bach, Barber, Beethoven,
Burgmuller, Chopin, Handel, Heller,
Kabalevsky, Khachaturian, McDowell,
Mozart, Prokofiev, Ravel, Scarlatti,
Schumann and Shostakovich. Eleven of
the compositions are listed in the current
RCM syllabus with 4 of them in current
graded Repertoire books. This means
that there is a wealth of extra material
not as easily accessed, for both student
and teacher to discover. My particular
favorites were the two pieces written by
Samuel Barber when he was 13 – Petite
Berceuse and To My Steinway as well as
the theme and variations on Frere Jacques
by French composer Melanie Bonis. From
the glossy cover with reproductions of
art from the Baroque and Modern eras,
to the cream colored paper to the legible
layout and skillful editing, this book
exudes excellence.

Baroque to Modern
Volume 5 - Upper Intermediate
Compiled and Edited by Richard
Walters
Schirmer Inc. (Hal
Leonard) HL00297108
Another winner from the
extensive Hal Leonard
Piano Library, Baroque
to Modern volume 5 is
labeled Upper Intermediate. Volumes
one to four are: Elementary, Upper
Elementary, Early Intermediate, and
Intermediate. Volume 5 presents 21
pieces by 18 composers in progressive
order. Music from the 1700’s through
the 1900’s is presented with composer
biographies, practice and performance
tips, interpretive ideas and stylistic
commentaries. Ranging from level 7
(Fur Elise, Venetian Gondola Song) to
Level 9 (Prelude in D flat by Chopin and
La fille aux cheveux de lin by Debussy),
most of the repertoire is very well
known and well loved. A few less familiar
pieces include Toccata by Paradis
(Italian Baroque composer), Poison Ivy
by Samuel Barber and Staccato Beans
by Tan Dun. The commentaries are
interesting and informative. Page layout
is intelligent with several blank pages
inserted to avoid awkward page turns.
High quality cream coloured paper is
easy on the eyes (much better than
stark white) and the music is beautifully
engraved without crowding too many
lines on to each page. At 66 pages,
this compact anthology is an excellent
addition to the music library of any
student or teacher.

From Sight to Sound
By Randall Hartsell
Willis Music (Hal Leonard) HL00232516
Here are six original
piano solos for early to
mid-intermediate level
students. The attractive
cover showing a gorgeous
mountain lake scene
invites the user to browse the artful,
expressive pieces inside. All of this
music paints a certain picture using
sound, hence the title. For example,
Under Evening Skies is lovely and
peaceful, Sacred Valley is hymn-like
and beautiful, and By Troubled Waters
really does sound like a rolling, rumbling
brook with the ostinato patterns,
arpeggios, and the occasional, firm LH
octave to represent a rock or floating
logs bumping against each other. The
pieces range from two – five pages
long, and there are no more than two
sharps in the key signatures. Of note is
Seascapes at Daybreak which is written
on three staves, providing a good
challenge for the pianist. The RH part
is written all in triplets to replicate the
rolling waves of the sea while the LH
crosses over on the top (third) stave
playing fifths that harmonize perfectly
and add tension to the piece. I highly
recommend this book!

Celeste-tina Hernandez

Nita Pelletier

Joyce Janzen
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Review of New Publications - cont.
Blues Classics
Arr. P. Keveren
Hal Leonard HL00198656
Jazz and Blues are fun
genres particularly
for students who are
performing in their high
school band. Composer
Phillip Keveren has
arranged 15 of the best blues classics
for solo piano in a very attractive
volume with a funky neon sign on the
cover. Blues originated in the Deep
South and incorporates elements of
spirituals, shouts and chants. Melodies
are often melancholy and use the
characteristic “blue” notes: lowered
third, fifth and seventh steps of the
major scale. Standards such as Basin
Street Blues, I Got it Bad and That Ain’t
Good, Night Train, Stormy Weather and
Route 66 are presented in well thought
out arrangements. Compared with the
original pieces, Keveren has done a great
job: chords have been simplified and
there is some thinning of textures, for
example, the left hand is often reduced
to walking bass patterns. However, all
the flavor and flair of the original tunes
is there – a remarkable feat. Students
of all ages at levels 8 – 10 will enjoy this
outstanding collection.

Nita Pelletier

Hanon – Faber
The New Virtuoso Pianist
Selections from Parts 1 and 2
by Randall Faber
Hal Leonard HL00231609
Mr. Faber states “the finger
technique prescribed
by Hanon may have
been adequate for the
early keyboards of his
time but the modern
grand requires an updated approach
to piano technique.” The key weight
of our modern grand is approximately
double that of a Chopin-era Broadwood.
That definitely requires another look
at how we help our students develop
proper finger strength and evenness.
The guidance begins with a page on
how to practice. Excellent supports are
the video demonstrations available at
pianoadventures.com/hanon. “Essential
Motions” follow: three gestures
with excellent, easy to understand
descriptions. These feature arrows to
direct the movement needed. To assist
further there is a Technique Glossary
on the last page. The book has six sets
of exercises incorporating either two or
three Hanons in each. These are each
introduced with HS prep assignments.
The fourteen Hanon exercises have
been carefully selected to develop
coordination and avoid tension.
Following this routine of practice will
provide enjoyable progress over time!

Jean Ritter

70 Classici Facili
(70 Easy Classics for Piano)
Ricordi (Hal Leonard) HL50600915
The most striking feature
of this anthology is the
“arty” cover with its Andy
Warhol style colour block
portraits of 18 of the 23
composers featured in this
album. Ranging over 250 years of music
history from Bach to Schoenberg, the
pieces range from level 3: Romanza by
Beethoven, Minuet in G minor by Bach up
to level 9 and 10: Little Bird by Grieg, First
Arabesque by Debussy. A wide variety
of music engraving styles are used in this
volume: some pieces feature large bold
style notes and fonts and other pieces
have a more muted appearance with
smaller notes, more bars per line and
more lines per page. Pedal indications
ranged from none at all, to the old style
“Ped.” to the more modern style of
horizontal lines under the bass staff. Bar
numbers are used in some but not all
pieces. Bach’s pieces contain no BWV
numbers and Beethoven’s pieces have
no opus numbers. At 153 pages, it might
have been a good idea to publish this
book with a coil binding to ensure it lies
flat on the music desk. Reservations
aside, it is fun to play through mostly
familiar repertoire but also a few less
familiar pieces: Capricho catalan by
Albeniz, Danza de la rosa by Granados, In
Tears by Janacek and Je te veux by Satie.
Overall, a pleasant collection of piano
music geared to the amateur player.

Nita Pelletier
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Review of New Publications - cont.
Symphonic Hymns for Piano
by P. Keveren
Hal Leonard HL00224738
A well known name in
arranging, Phillip Keveren
presents seventeen
arrangements of familiar
traditional hymns at a
late intermediate level.
Each piece is two to four pages long,
using key signatures up to 5 sharps or
6 flats, often with a modulation or two
within the piece. An introduction often
begins the arrangement setting up the
accompaniment and style. Melodies
usually appear in the RH first but
frequently transfer to the LH and back.
There is quite a wide range of difficulty
within the book – from the bright
enameled dissonance of the virtuosic
All Creatures of Our God and King to the
simple chorale like For the Beauty of
the Earth and God So Loved the World
(Stainer). A rocking ostinato accompanies
the melody of All Things Bright and
Beautiful creating a simple artless mood.
A more chordal section and florid 16th
note runs, together with a change of key
in the middle section create contrast
before returning to the opening motif.
At Calvary follows a similar plan but with
the melody in the LH, a rather dramatic
declamatory section and an octave
accompaniment ending. The celebratory
Christ the Lord is Risen Today has fanfare
like motifs throughout while The Church’s
One Foundation uses chromaticism
and an interesting modulation from
Gb major to E major through the
enharmonic note Ab/G#. Seven of the
hymns featured in this book are paired
with a well known orchestral work, using
the classical work as an introduction,
incorporating the hymn into the style of

Progressions

the symphony or using the melodies of
both interchangeably. He Hideth My Soul
uses the introductory chords of Dvorak’s
Symphony No. 9 - 2nd movement Largo
as introduction and interlude. Inspired
by Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 5 - 3rd
movement Waltz, I Need Thee Every Hour
takes on quite a different character than
in its original. Rejoice the Lord is King
is written in the style of Mozart with
excerpts from the Jupiter Symphony.
Regardless of whether one is a fan of this
technique or not, it is evident that hymn
and classic are both paired and blended
well. For those who love hymns and enjoy
playing arrangements, this book has
much to offer!

Giraffe Piano
Book 1
Essential Sonatinas for Music Education
Editio Musica Budapest Z.14967
Distributed by Hal Leonard 50600891
This is a very attractive
book with a cover that
is sure to catch the eye
of students. A giraffe is
peaking around the top
of a ‘giraffe piano’, as if
listening to the student play, very cute!
There are also colourful illustrations of
early models of pianos throughout the
book, including the Square Piano, the
English Harpsichord, and two different
styles of Clavichords.

Joyce Janzen

The Sonatina’s would be appropriate
for Level 3 to 6, and four of the pieces
happen to be included in the current
RCM Syllabus. The music is beautifully
laid out on crisp white paper, and
each piece has generous markings for
suggested fingering, dynamics, phrasing
and articulation. At the back of the book,
there is an excellent description of the
early stringed keyboard instruments,
explaining the action and type of sound
each produced.

Pink Polka Dots			
Elementary Level 2
by Jennifer Linn
Hal Leonard HL00231688
This is a delightful twentysix measure piano solo!
From my experience you
can’t go wrong with any
music Ms. Linn composes!
The polka dots are
portrayed by the staccato notes that are
in every measure except three. The piece
is in triple meter and the shortest note
value is the quarter note. Each hand has
sections where it is required to hold the
dotted half note while the other hand
plays staccato on beats 2 and 3. Over half
of the piece contains chords of thirds.

Works included are Sonatinas by
T. Haslinger, L. van Beethoven

Leona Porth

A very cute solo to use as a quick study,
supplemental piece, or performance!

Jean Ritter
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DUETS
FJH Solos at Their Best
Book 1
FJH Music Company FJH2290
The fifteen charmingly
inventive and imaginative
pieces in this book
draw the young pianist
in to discover so much
fun! The works of eight
contemporary FJH composers are
featured in compositions of one to three
pages. Most of these have words as
well as optional duet parts. The music
is written in fixed five finger positions
with the occasional LH cross over or
octave above. The melodies are mostly
an individual line, often passing from one
hand to another, and occasionally playing
a two note chord with the accompanying
hand. The titles and lyrics are whimsical
– Animals Around Us, My Dog Max (who
tracks mud into the house!), Potato Bug,
My Pachyderm – and sure to appeal
to young children. Carefully written
to encourage performance at a very
early level of learning, these pieces are
a wonderful resource for teacher and
student alike. Previously available as
solos, now they are available in this great
collection.

Series of Piano Duets
by Ernst Schneider
Debra Wanless Music
Following is a review of four of the duets
from this series.
Based on an Old Folk Tune
(Westfalian Cradle Song)		
Elementary Piano Duet
Debra Wanless Music ES107
This work is written in
triple meter (3/8) and has a
lovely flowing melody that
is to be played tenderly.
The shortest time value
is an eighth note. The
secondo is written with two bass clefs
and the primo with two treble clefs. It
calls for legato throughout and although
pedal isn’t suggested I think an older
beginner would be able to manage that
to add another dimension to the work.
There is no key signature and only one
accidental in the secondo. Thirty-two
measures of beauty and calm!

Jean Ritter

Joyce Janzen

A Bluebird’s Lullaby 			
Late Elementary Piano Duet
Debra Wanless Music ES104
Written in 6/8 time, this
piece is substantially more
difficult than the above
work. The articulation is
more detailed and the
rhythms include sixteenth
notes. The tempo varies a little with a
meno mosso section and ritardandos
as well as a poco accelerando before
returning to Tempo 1. This piece is
marked to be pedaled. Another peaceful
work of thirty-two measures that would
be appropriate for a level 4 student. Very
pleasant!

Jean Ritter

March of the Mechanical Dolls		
Late Elementary Piano Duet
Debra Wanless Music ES105
The music definitely
supports the title. Again
the primo opens this short
duet of sixteen measures.
The shortest note value
is the quarter note and
written in 4/4 time. The performer is
instructed to play ‘in strict march time’.
Each player has numerous harmonic 2nds
and there is some dissonance. This could
be played by a level 2 student.

Jean Ritter
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Little Rondo				
Late Elementary Piano Duet
Debra Wanless Music ES103
The above two duets have
had the secondo begin
while the primo has rests.
This duet has the primo
beginning with the motive
of two slurred eighth notes
followed by the LH staccato chord. The
opening idea is then repeated in the
secondo part. 4/4 is the time signature
and once again there is no key signature
but there are accidentals scattered
throughout. There are some potential
challenging areas but if you presented the
two late elementary duets to students
they would find the appearance of A
Bluebird’s Lullaby much more daunting.
But we all know that looks are deceiving
much of the time! The shortest note
value is the eighth note. Here again we
find numerous tempo changes.

Jean Ritter

Inspector Gadget Theme			
For One Piano, Four hands
Early Advanced Piano Duet
Arr by Zach Heyde and Frank Tedesco
Alfred Publishing 45717
I played this duet with
one of my advanced level
students and we had great
fun! The arrangement
cleverly takes the players
through numerous keys
after the opening c minor is established.
When helping students choose their part
there are specific details to take into
account. The secondo has many more
chords and octaves and although both
parts have many accidentals the multiple
ones on the chords of 4 notes make
reading a little more challenging. With
the many octaves in the LH part of the
secondo there is some jumping around.
The rhythm includes both swing and
straight time. Large sections of the primo
have the hands playing identical notes an

octave apart. There are sixteen measures
containing octaves for the primo in the 7
pages for this part.
Performance Notes: “In measure 151,
the Secondo player (rudely) interrupts
the Primo’s glissando by grabbing the
Primo’s wrist and then tossing the Primo’s
hand aside. The Secondo takes over the
glissando. A few measures later, at the
beginning of measure 155, the Primo
player “gets revenge” by sticking out an
arm to block the Secondo from playing.
The performers may reinterpret this
choreography at their discretion, so that
not every performance is the same.”
A great piece full of energy and rhythm
that is definitely entertaining!

Jean Ritter

Thank you to Celeste-tina, Jean, Joyce, Leona and Nita for all your
time and effort in writing the reviews - I really do enjoy them.

Dina

HAVE YOU MOVED ?
To ensure your Progressions Magazine and the Canadian Music Teacher
Magazine is delivered, please update your address on the website or
with our Provincial Registrar.

- Thank you!
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